**ABSTRACT**

One of the most perplexing aspects of complete denture prosthodontics is the selection of appropriate maxillary anterior denture teeth size, particularly when no pre-extraction records are available. Despite the fact that the use of interalar distance, interpupillary distance, as well as distance between the mediavis of the eyes are considered, to some extent, a reliable guide for determining the size of the maxillary anterior teeth, the literature on dentistry does not recommend one crucial method. This study is the second part of a series of research papers focusing mainly on the determination of maxillary anterior teeth width for a completely edentulous patient. The aim of the series is to suggest a new methodology for determining the maxillary anterior teeth mesiodistal width, based on certain stable guides that were derived from dentate casts with angle class I arch relationship and normal teeth alignment. These guides include basically the AB (the distance measured from the mesio-incisal angles of the maxillary central incisors along the midline and perpendicular to the intercanine (IC) line) mean distance obtained from the first study, the midline of the palate, and the arch form.

**INTRODUCTION**

The face tends to grab most attention in social communication. It is the first thing that distinguishes a person’s identity. It can be argued that the esthetic effect of dentures is the most imperative reason behind denture approbation. In fact, the size and form of the maxillary anterior teeth are quite important not only for dental esthetics but also for facial esthetics. After all, the main goal behind denture approbation is to restore the harmony between the maxillary anterior teeth and the facial semblance. However, the dental literature does not provide a definite guide for determining the proper size and position of anterior teeth.\(^1\)

Various modalities have been proposed for selecting the appropriate size of the anterior teeth,\(^2-12\) though none of them have received consensus as to the accuracy in giving precise measurements for the maxillary anterior teeth size. The first paper of this series, however, reported the distance from the mesio-incisal angles of the maxillary central incisors along the midline and perpendicular to the
IC line is 9.88±0.90, 10.55±0.93, and 7.73±0.63 mm for ovoid, tapering and square arch forms respectively with significant differences between the distances and its corresponding arch forms\textsuperscript{13}. Based on the fact that the loss of jaw bone after extraction reduces the size of the middle and lower thirds of the face, which is already reduced by aging as documented in the literature\textsuperscript{14-19}, the Grave et al study reported that the mean distance from the labial surface of maxillary incisors to the posterior border of incisive papilla for the group with artificial teeth is significantly smaller than that for the group with natural teeth\textsuperscript{20}. Hence, the author prefers to define the AB distance at 10 mm, 9 mm, 7 mm for tapering, ovoid and square arch forms respectively.

**METHODOLOGY**

Determination of the mesiodistal width for the maxillary central incisors follows these procedures:

1- Prepare the master cast before jaw relationship record: determine and draw the midline of the maxillary cast and extend it posteriorly onto the base of the cast (Fig. 1).

2- Contour the facial surface of the maxillary occlusion rim intra-orally until a natural and pleasing position of the upper lip is obtained when viewed from the frontal and profile aspects.

3- Mark the midline of the face on the labial surface of the maxillary occlusion rim.

4- Complete the adjustment of the upper record block in a conventional manner.

5- Seat the maxillary record block on to the maxillary cast.

6- Measure 10, 9, or 7 mm for tapering, ovoid and square arch forms respectively from the labial aspect of the occlusion rim along the midline of the record block (Fig. 2).

7- Mark the measured distance mesially and distally on the occlusion rim, in a coronal plan and perpendicular to the palatal midline, indicating the tips of the maxillary canines (Fig. 3).

8- Measure the distance between the distal marks on a curve, using a flexible ruler, representing the mesiodistal width between canine cusp tips of the maxillary anterior teeth (Fig. 4).

9- Add 6 mm to the measurements above (the sum of canine distal slopes)\textsuperscript{21}. Note that the mesiodistal width of the maxillary anterior teeth = mesiodistal width between canine cusp tips (measured labially on a curve) + 6 mm.

10- Complete the jaw relation record as usual.

Fig. (1) The palatal midline is drawn and extended onto the base of the cast.

Fig. (2) Measuring the recommended AB distance from the labial aspect of the occlusion rim along the midline according to arch form
DISCUSSION

Optimal esthetic combined with adequate renewed function is the main goal aimed at by complete denture, which highlights the significance of the size and form of the maxillary anterior teeth since it affects mainly the overall look and acceptance of the denture. Many studies had been conducted in order to contrive a guide for selection and positioning of the maxillary anterior teeth. However, most studies were conducted on youth subjects within the second decade of life, in an attempt to record idealism. It should be noted that the youthful face is characterized by a diffuse, balanced distribution of superficial and deep fascia\(^\text{14,15}\). Complete denture construction, however, is mostly related to old age subjects who have been undergoing an aging process. Of course, many changes of the face accompany aging. According to Albert et al and Rhodes, facial aging is mainly attributed to bone movement, growth and skin related deformations including the introduction of wrinkles, the reduction of fat and muscle strength\(^\text{16,17}\). In addition, the effects of aging on the face would include an increase in lip length\(^\text{18}\) and thinning of the upper lip\(^\text{19}\). In the same line, the loss of jaw bone after extraction reduces the size of the middle and lower thirds of the face and makes the forehead, nose and mouth more pronounced.

Consequently, the use of facial biometric measurements taken from youth subjects may not be adequate to be applied, with precision, on edentulous subjects for the determination of maxillary anterior teeth width. In other words, for edentulous subjects, setting the maxillary anterior teeth in its original position or in the neutral zone may not be adequate enough to provide the proper lip support characterizing the measurements taken from youthful subjects. The reliability of the current methodology will not be affected by the differences between youthful measurements and those required and applied for the edentulous subjects. Previous studies have relied on facial anatomical landmarks of youth subjects, which unfortunately, undergo dramatic changes due to aging. These changes cast doubt on the applicability of these measurements with precision on old people. This is documented in the dentistry literature in relation to the conflicts between authors regarding the ratio and measurements of the used landmarks\(^\text{11,12,20,22,23}\). However, the current methodology, which relies on obtaining the proper lip support clinically, can be considered a guide for the positioning of the maxillary central incisors and determination of the mesiodistal width of the maxillary anterior teeth in different arch forms. The reliability of this

Fig. (3) Corresponding to the measured AB distance, in a coronal plan and perpendicular to the palatal midline, mesial and distal marks are dropped on the occlusion rim indicating the canine cusp tips' position.

Fig. (4) Measuring the distance between the distal marks on the labial curve, using flexible ruler.
methodology is evidence based on the study of Heartwell (1984) who reported that the positions of teeth in dentulous situations usually follow the form and shape of the arch and that the arch shape would not be altered or destroyed by atrophy, resorption, accident, or surgery. This methodology will enable the dental technician, without even seeing the patient, to determine the proper size of the maxillary anterior teeth, on the properly contoured facial surface of the maxillary occlusion rim, via applying the distances of 10, 9, 7 mm according to the arch form (as mentioned throughout this study). It should be noted, however that the technician has to commit to the contouring of maxillary occlusion rim obtained clinically. Finally, this will help reduce the clinical time of both the dentist and the patient.
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